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FOCUS TASK

Young people and the Nazi regime
Explain why young people were important to the Nazi regime.

Factors you could include:

● building loyalty to Hitler
● undermining influences apart from Nazism
● promoting racial ideas
● preparing Germany for war.

INTERPRETATION 1
Nazi youth policies did succeed in largely destroying the traditional forms of 
working-class and middle-class cultures and influences on young people. In their 
places, however, Nazism could offer only military discipline, an anachronistic [out-of-
date] ideology and a stifling bureaucracy. The Nazis failed in their aim of shaping a 
future society in their own image.

Extract from an article by the historian Detley Peukert in 1985. Peukert was one of the 
first historians to really research youth movements seriously. 

INTERPRETATION TASK

How did Nazi policies affect young people?
Study Interpretation 1 and write four paragraphs to explain how far you agree 
with it. Organise your answer in paragraphs:

1 What is the main argument in the Interpretation?
2 What events or facts support this argument?
3 What events or facts oppose this argument?
4 This is only a short extract from an article. What other points do you think 

the historian might have mentioned?

SOURCE 13
All subjects – German language, History, 
Geography, Chemistry and Mathematics 
– must concentrate on military subjects, 
the glorification of military service 
and of German heroes and leaders 
and the strength of a rebuilt Germany. 
Chemistry will develop a knowledge 
of chemical warfare, explosives, etc., 
while Mathematics will help the young 
to understand artillery, calculations, 
ballistics.

A German newspaper commenting on the 
school curriculum in 1939.

SOURCE 14

A newspaper photograph of a newly 
opened Adolf Hitler School in 1939.

REVISION
You don’t need to do these tasks now, use them when you are revising for a 
test, or a mock exam, or the real thing.

Task 1
Go back over this chapter. Cover up the text so that you can only see the 
Retrieval Practice tasks. See if you can answer them without looking at the 
text.

Task 2
Ask your teacher to provide you with copies of the visual sources and 
figures in this chapter. Turn these slides into a presentation and see if you 
can tell the story of Nazi policies towards young people in this period using 
only these sources.
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